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Diamond Detector With Laser-Formed Buried
Graphitic Electrodes: Micron-Scale Mapping of

Stress and Charge Collection Efficiency
Stefano Salvatori, Member, IEEE, Maria Cristina Rossi, Gennaro Conte, Taras Kononenko, Maxim Komlenok,

Andrey Khomich, Victor Ralchenko, Vitaly Konov, G. Provatas, and M. Jaksic

Abstract— The paper reports the micron-scale investigation1

of an all-carbon detector based on synthetic single crystal2

CVD-diamond having an array of cylindrical graphitic buried-3

contacts, about 20 μm in diameter each, connected at the4

front side by superficial graphitic strips. To induce diamond-5

to-graphite transformation on both detector surface and bulk6

volume, direct-laser-writing technique was used. Laser-treatment7

parameters and cell shape have been chosen to minimize the over-8

lapping of laser-induced stressed volumes. Optical microscopy9

with crossed polarizers highlighted the presence of an optical10

anisotropy of the treated material surrounding the embedded11

graphitized columns, and non-uniform stress in the buried12

zones being confirmed with a confocal Raman spectroscopy13

mapping. Dark current-voltage characterization highlights the14

presence of a field-assisted detrapping transport mainly related15

to highly-stresses regions surrounding buried columns, as well as16

superficial graphitized strips edges, where electric field strength17

is more intense, too. Notwithstanding the strain and electronic-18

active defects, the detector demonstrated a good charge collection19

produced by 3.0 and 4.5 MeV protons impinging the diamond,20

as well as those generated by MeV β-particles emitted by 90Sr21

source. Indeed, the mapping of charge collection efficiency with22

Ion Beam Induced Charge technique displayed that only a few23

micrometers thick radial region surrounding graphitic electrodes24

has a reduced efficiency, while most of the device volume25

preserves good detection properties with a charge collection26

efficiency around 90% at 60 V of biasing. Moreover, a charge27

collection efficiency of 96% was estimated under MeV electrons28

irradiation, indicating the good detection activity along the buried29

columns depth.30

Index Terms— 3D detectors, β-particles, graphitic pillars,31

IBIC, protons, sc-CVD diamond.32
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I. INTRODUCTION 33

S ILICON and germanium have been considered for many 34

years the elective semiconductor materials for radiation 35

and particle detectors fabrication. However, such tetravalent 36

semiconductors depict a low tolerance to radiation damage and 37

devices are less stable either in harsh conditions or under high- 38

energy particle fluences when compared to diamond based 39

detectors [1], [2]. Although diamond is considered as one of 40

the best radiation-tolerant material, yet the diamond detectors 41

show a certain degradation in terms of their detectivity upon 42

operation under very high radiation fluences [3]. To overcome 43

such a detrimental effect, several research groups implemented 44

in diamond three-dimensional contact structures (an array of 45

conductive wires embedded in bulk of the crystal) similar to 46

those proposed for Si and GaAs based detectors [4] aimed at 47

improving the Charge Collection Efficiency (CCE) of gener- 48

ated carriers. The use of such a 3D-design leads to several 49

advantages in comparison with conventional planar electrode 50

system, due to a possible drastic reduction of the distance 51

between contacts: a shorter drift path of generated carriers 52

assures a lower probability of charge trapping, guaranteeing 53

good response even after long irradiation periods; higher 54

electric field strengths can be achieved at lower values of the 55

applied voltage. For diamond, buried contacts can be realized 56

by means of either focused ion beams (also named Deep 57

Ion Beam Lithography, DIBL) [5]–[7] or pulsed-laser treat- 58

ments [8]. Those two techniques are adopted to induce a local 59

transformation of insulating diamond into conductive graphite, 60

hence device contact realization, also acting as distributed 61

electrodes within the bulk material and/or on diamond surface. 62

The laser-induced local transformation of diamond into 63

graphite represents a powerful tool used for the development 64

3D-contacts devices [9]–[13], all-carbon detectors [14]–[15], 65

graphite resistors on diamond [16] (opening the way to 66

redesign position sensitive devices based on distributed resis- 67

tive superficial contacts [17]), as well as the realization of 68

complex three-dimensional geometries [18]. Several research 69

groups reported detailed investigations on their experimental 70

process conditions [19]–[21], mainly studied to: increase the 71

buried contact aspect-ratio (length over diameter) in order 72

to decrease contacts’ distance for the same detector active 73

volume; assure a good buried-contact conductivity by optimiz- 74

ing laser-treatment parameters (power-density, scan velocity, 75
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repetition rate) experimenting with either nanosecond, picosec-76

ond or femtosecond pulsed laser sources. However, graphitic77

paths are strongly process-dependent and a proper choice of78

laser-treatment parameters is fundamental for the realization79

of high quality contacts in device fabrication. For example,80

on a micrometer scale, a buried laser-generated graphitic81

column is far from an ideal cylinder and its geometry looks82

like a kind of a tree with thin branches spreading out not83

only along the laser beam direction, but also fanning out84

from the central body of the column, with the sp3 to sp2
85

ratio strongly dependent on the laser parameters [19], [22].86

Lagomarsino et al. [22] reported a significant difference in87

morphology and electrical conductance of the buried graphitic88

structures fabricated by nanosecond- and femtosecond-pulsed89

laser radiation, with a more defective layers formed around90

the ns-columns. The stress [21]–[24] and defects, such as 3H91

defect (carbon interstitial) [25], appear around the graphitic92

pillars, and this should have a direct impact on local electronic93

properties of diamond. Sotillo et al. [24] applied polarized94

confocal Raman spectroscopy to study the origin of stress-95

induced waveguides in diamond, produced by femtosecond96

laser writing. They mapped the stress and the refractive index97

in a gap between adjacent buried graphitic wires arranged in98

close proximity to each other, on a scale of the order of 10 μm,99

and revealed a co-existence of tensile and compressive stress100

in different orientations. Salter et al. [26] studied the internal101

structure of fs-laser induced graphitic wires using TEM and102

electron energy loss spectroscopy and revealed multiple micro-103

cracks and nano-clusters of sp2 bonded carbon embedded into104

sp3 bonded diamond matrix. Ashikkalieva et al. [19] applied105

scanning spreading resistance microscopy to investigate spatial106

arrangement of sp2 bonded nano-sheets forming conductive107

network inside wires. Forcolin et al. [21] used the proton108

microbeam to map local charge collection efficiency (CCE)109

with Ion Beam Induced Charge (IBIC) technique for fs-laser110

induced buried graphitic electrodes array. However, as the111

stress field was not quantified, no direct comparison of the112

stress and CCE maps for diamond around the electrodes, was113

documented.114

In the present work we realized an array of buried graphitic115

columns in a single crystal CVD-diamond slab by means116

of femtosecond infrared laser, and analyzed on micron-scale117

the spatial distributions of stress and local charge collection118

efficiency of the pillared device, in the vicinity and between119

the graphitic electrodes, in order to establish a correlation120

between the damage (stress) level of the material and its121

electronic properties and detection capability. Graphitized122

superficial strips and pads, obtained applying a similar laser-123

treatment apparatus with ArF source, were used to define124

the overall detector contact geometry. Aiming at preserve125

the good electronic quality of the pristine diamond sample,126

in comparison to other investigated cell-shapes [9], [13], [27],127

the laser-formed buried contacts geometry of the detector128

was designed to minimize the overlapping between stressed129

regions originated by the laser-treatment itself, which mainly130

propagates along the {111} crystal direction [19].131

To investigate the presence of lattice defects like those132

already evidenced in previous devices [25], as well as strained133

regions surrounding the pillar itself, we used microRaman 134

analysis and dark field polarized optical microscopy. Ion Beam 135

Induced Charge (IBIC) imaging with 3 and 4.5 MeV protons 136

micro-beam was used to estimate the detection performance 137

of the device, whereas high-energy β-particles emitted by 138

a 90Sr source were used to evaluate the charge collection 139

efficiency along the detector thickness defined by the buried- 140

pillars depth. Current-voltage measurements have been also 141

used to investigate the effects of stress and defects induced 142

by laser-treatment on the detector dark conductivity high- 143

lighting the presence of a field-assisted detrapping process in 144

the charge carriers transport mechanism, which dominates at 145

higher applied voltages. 146

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 147

A. Material and Detector Fabrication 148

A single crystal (100)-oriented “detector grade” CVD dia- 149

mond 3 × 3 mm2 plate from Element Six™with nitrogen and 150

boron impurity content lower than 5 ppb and 1 ppb, respec- 151

tively, as claimed by the producer [28], was used in this work. 152

Using standard mechanical procedures, all surfaces of the 153

plate were mechanically polished for final dimensions around 154

3 × 3 × 0.47 mm3. (The four lateral faces were polished 155

allowing visual inspection during the subsequent laser-process 156

graphitization for buried-pillars fabrication.) To remove pol- 157

ishing residuals, the sample was then dipped in hot chromic 158

acid solution followed by aqua regia, finally rinsed in hot DI 159

water and in isopropanol. 160

For laser treatment, a computer controlled three-axis trans- 161

lation stage was used to hold the diamond plate precisely 162

moved with respect to the laser beam focal point (position 163

tolerance and repeatability better than ±10 μm). A femtosec- 164

ond VaryDisc50 laser (Dausinger + Giesen GmbH), operated 165

at 1030 nm, with 400 fs of pulse duration and 200 kHz 166

of pulse-repetition-rate, was applied for diamond-to-graphite 167

local transformation [29]. Graphitized regions formation dur- 168

ing the laser process was observed by means of a CCD camera 169

coupled to a ×20 microscope objective located perpendicularly 170

to the laser beam direction. 171

Both the laser-pulse energy and the scan speed represent 172

fundamental parameters for a proper device fabrication. The 173

former was set at about 0.5 μJ and graphitic columns were 174

induced by moving the sample along the beam direction at 175

a constant speed of 50 μm/s. Resulting pillars were 20 μm 176

in diameter having a regular shape along the scan direction. 177

As shown in Fig. 1(a), we adopted the same buried contacts 178

geometry depicted in [29], composed by an array of “elemen- 179

tary cells” with dimensions x = 150 μm and y = 300 μm. 180

Compared to that used in ref. [30], a buried columns distance d 181

around 170 μm was preferred to maintain an adequate drift 182

distance of charge carriers at few tens of Volts of applied 183

bias. The rectangular face-centered cell (partially resembling 184

a hexagonal shape [27]) adopted for the device would assure 185

a minimized overlapping of laser-induced stressed regions 186

mainly localized within the {111} planes [19], [31], although 187

this appears particularly important for relatively low d distance 188

in micrometer range. 189
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Fig. 1. Layout of the 3D-contacts detector: (a) front view of a part on
the surface with graphite strips connecting buried columns. d represents the
contact distance between two polarized nearest neighbor pillars. “Scan #”
illustrates the directions in Raman analysis. Dotted rectangle represents the
area identifying a detector “elementary-cell”; (b) cross-sectional (A-A’) view
of the buried-contacts structure with end 100 μm apart the sample back side.

Fig. 2. Micrograph of the diamond detector (top view). Dotted circle depicts
the detector area where approximately impinges the collimated β-particles
beam (see text for details).

Each buried graphitic contact, about 370 μm long (in depth,190

see Fig. 1(b)), was produced in a single laser-irradiation191

step along the [001] crystal direction. Columns height within192

the bulk, maintained 100 μm lower than diamond sample193

thickness, assured the presence of an insulating layer at the194

back of the device. In addition, compared to previous works195

[29], [30], laser-process adopted in the present work allowed196

to fabricate well-defined buried columns with a relatively low197

tolerance of ±2% in height.198

The produced graphitic columns then were connected by199

superficial interdigitated graphitic strips on the polished sam-200

ple front side, ∼50 μm wide, ∼10 μm thick, and 150 μm201

apart, formed with an excimer ArF laser (λ = 193 nm).202

The strips were obtained by 25% overlapping of 50×50 μm2
203

square spots with uniform laser fluence of 5 J/cm2. By current-204

voltage measurements of such superficial graphite strips205

(by means of a Keithley 6517A), we evaluated a resistivity206

around 0.16 ± 0.02 � cm, whereas a value around 0.5 � cm is207

estimated for buried columns [19]. Finally, to simplify external208

device connections, two lateral graphitized 2.5×0.35 mm2
209

rectangular pads were realized on two opposite 3 × 0.47 mm2
210

lateral faces (see Fig. 1) by means of the mentioned excimer211

laser apparatus. Fig. 2 shows the photograph of the realized212

detector.213

Single component cyan-acrylic liquid glue was used to fix 214

the device to a single-face Printed Circuit Board (PCB) having 215

two copper traces “soldered” to the lateral graphitic contacts 216

by means of silver paste. The PCB, used for device connection 217

to the front-end and signal acquisition electronics, as well as 218

detector biasing, allowed the irradiation also on the back side 219

of the detector thanks to the presence of a 2 mm hole centered 220

to the diamond die. 221

B. Optical Microscopy and Raman Spectroscopy 222

A Nikon Eclipse 50LPol microscope equipped with crossed 223

polarizer and analyzer (black field) and a Nikon Ds-Fi1 color 224

camera were used to investigate the optical anisotropy dis- 225

tribution induced by buried columns fabrication. The focal 226

plane of a 4×/0.13 achromatic objective was maintained on 227

the front sample surface, whereas the polarization axis was 228

initially set parallel to the superficial graphitic strips, i.e. to 229

the �110� crystal orientation. 230

For Raman analysis, a Jobin-Yvon LabRam HR800 spec- 231

trometer in a confocal configuration with spatial resolution 232

of about 1 μm, at an excitation wavelength of 473 nm, 233

was used. The laser beam was focused either on the sample 234

front surface or within the bulk, and the scattered light was 235

collected in a back-scattering geometry using an Olympus 236

microscope objective (100×, N.A. = 0.90). The spectrometer 237

calibration, in the same conditions used for diamond sample 238

characterization, was performed using the 1st order Raman line 239

of a high quality type IIa natural diamond, νD0 = 1332.5 cm−1
240

with a FWHM of 1.6 cm−1, used as reference. 241

C. Device Characterization Under MeV Electrons 242

Beta particles, emitted from 90Sr source (1 MBq, QSA 243

Global, code SIFB13505, item 22/2006) which have a max- 244

imum energy of 2.28 MeV, have been used to measure the 245

detector average charge collection over the bulk material. 246

The 90Sr source was hosted inside a 25 mm long brass 247

cylinder with an aperture of 0.4 mm in diameter and 5 mm in 248

depth. In such a condition, the output electron beam resulted 249

quite well collimated with a relatively small divergence: 250

β-particles are emitted within a solid angle around 251

5 × 10−3 sr. A natural diamond ADII-3 (UralAlmazInvest) fast 252

detector (time resolution better than 1 ns) was used as trigger 253

device and positioned 10 mm apart from the brass cylinder 254

base (i.e. 15 mm from the β-source) and its front diaphragm 255

(Ø = 1.5 mm) was aligned to the cited solid angle of 256

90Sr emission. The CVD-diamond Detector Under Test (DUT) 257

was then positioned in the middle between the β-source and 258

the ADII-3 trigger and the center of its active detection area 259

was aligned within the mentioned emission solid angle. In such 260

a condition, β-particles mainly impinge on about 0.5 mm2
261

of the detector active area (see dotted circle in Fig. 2). The 262

adopted setup assured that high energy electrons emitted by 263

90Sr source have to deposit enough energy in the ADII-3 264

detector to be accepted as an event by the acquisition system. 265

Both DUT and trigger signals were preamplified by using 266

two fast rise-time and low-noise hybrid Charge Sensitive 267

Amplifiers (CSA), CAEN A1422H-F2 (45 mV/MeV in Si). 268
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Fig. 3. (a). Cross-polarizer optical microscopy image: graphite strips parallel
to the polarization axis. Bright areas around the pillars highlight different
degree of stress here evidenced as optical anisotropy. A, B, and C points
indicate significant positions where Raman spectra were acquired (see text).
(b) Brightness profile along the dashed white line in (a) connecting two
neighboring electrodes. Vertical dotted lines show the pillars extension.

A CAEN N6724a two-channels digitizer, 14 bit, 100 MS/s and269

500 mVpp of dynamic range, was used for data collection and270

analysis using the CAEN DPP-PHA digital pulse processing271

software. The time acquisition window between the two chan-272

nels was set to 10 ns. The performed amplitude calibration273

procedure is described elsewhere [29]. For device voltage274

biasing, a CAEN N1471A power supply was used. Finally,275

the trigger threshold during acquisitions was set to 0.2 fC,276

greater than the Gaussian noise amplitude evaluated with277

measurement in free-running mode (external trigger disabled).278

D. IBIC Characterization With MeV Protons279

We performed IBIC analysis with protons at Ruder280

Boskovic Institute in Zagreb using a Van-de-Graaff tandem281

accelerator [32]. The energy of the scanning micro-beam282

(focus smaller than 2 μm), was set at 3.0 and 4.5 MeV. The283

spatial distribution of the ionization charge, evaluated with284

SRIM code [33], indicates that, for the mentioned energies,285

protons stopping power in diamond is around 48 and 97 μm,286

respectively, so that they are completely absorbed within287

the detector volume. The readout chain consisted of a CSA288

(ORTEC 142A) followed by a shaping amplifier (ORTEC 570)289

with a shaping time of 2.0 μs. A dedicated beam scanning290

and data acquisition system displayed the signal values on291

128 × 128 pixels images, reading the amplitude of the charge292

signal with a trigger threshold regulated to 10.000 electrons.293

A silicon barrier detector and a copper grid on the beam path294

was used to calibrate the readout chain by assuming an e-h pair295

production energy of 3.62 eV for silicon [34] while 13.0 eV296

was used to evaluate the pair production in diamond [35].297

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION298

A. Optical Microscopy Analysis299

Optical microscopy images were acquired in a dark-field300

condition. The image of Fig. 3(a) clearly shows the presence of301

wide bright regions distributed around a buried graphitic col-302

umn (visible as a black dot of about 20 μm in diameter). These303

regions, extended for 50-80 μm from the pillar, highlight the304

presence of stress induced in the pristine crystal by volume305

expansion of the material converted to graphitic pillar. The306

maximum strain is concentrated along lines connecting nearest307

neighbor pillars, so the material compression is not isotropic,308

Fig. 4. Raman spectra at three different points: close the laser-treated zone
(A and B), and in the middle between two buried pillars (C). A, B, and C refer
to the points depicted in Fig. 3(a). Dotted curve refers to Raman spectrum of
pristine diamond sample.

resulting in birefringence of the solid. Although the number 309

of nearest neighbor pairs of buried columns is 6 (4 located at 310

the cell corners and 2 belong to the same graphitic strip, see 311

Fig. 1), Fig. 3(a) displays only 4 strain “lines” coming from the 312

pillars forming the cell’s corner: hidden vertical plumes in the 313

figure are oriented along the forbidden polarization direction 314

(�110� crystal orientation), and masked by superficial graphitic 315

strips, too. In a smaller-scale of a few microns, Fig. 3(a) 316

also shows the presence of colored contrast in proximity of 317

each pillar, revealing a stress change surrounding the pillar 318

surface, as further confirmed by Raman analysis. It is worth 319

to note the symmetry of the colored patterns, homogeneously 320

distributed along the pillar surrounding, obtained by a proper 321

alignment of polarizers and the diamond crystal orientation. 322

Isochromatic fringes could be compared with Michel Lévy 323

table [36] to estimate the local refractive index variation if 324

the retardation value and the diamond crystal thickness are 325

known. Conversely, to simplify the analysis, assuming the 326

brightness of the cross-polarized image to be proportional to 327

the stress in diamond, the images can be used as relative 328

measure of stress [21]. The profile of the brightness along the 329

line connecting two neighbor electrodes is shown in Fig. 3(b) 330

on log scale, which reveals a minimum of stress in the middle 331

between the electrodes. In addition, a sharp increase of light 332

intensity in the regions adjacent to the buried columns is also 333

revealed, mainly attributed to the volume expansion of the 334

laser-formed pillar. Both the two aspects are confirmed by 335

Raman spectroscopy analysis as illustrated in the next section. 336

B. Raman Analysis 337

Micro-Raman mapping along the line between two nearest 338

neighbor graphitic pillars have been performed in order to gain 339

an insight into vibrational scattering in different points close 340

to the laser-treated volume, as well as the untreated region 341

between two buried contacts. Significant results are summa- 342

rized in Fig. 4 where Raman spectrum of pristine diamond is 343

also reported for reference (dotted curve), displaying a single 344

diamond peak at νD0 = 1332.5 cm−1 with a FWHM of 345
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Fig. 5. Diamond peak position and FWHM evaluated from Raman spectra
scanning the region between two pillars of two adjacent graphite strips
(“scan 1” line in Fig. 1). The maximum upshift deviation from the reference
value νD0 = 1332.5 cm−1, known for unstrained diamond, is lower than
1.0 cm−1 in the region between pillars where a constant FWHM is apparent.

about 2 cm−1, characteristic for high quality single crystal346

material. In contrast, in the spectrum A, acquired 10 μm347

apart from the pillar center (point ’A’ of Fig. 3), diamond348

peak becomes asymmetric, splitting into three distinct singlet349

components at 1329, 1334, and 1339 cm−1, respectively.350

The lower wavenumber component is found to downshifted,351

while the second and third ones are upshifted, suggesting a352

superposition of tensile and compressive stress components.353

Such a phenomenon reveals the presence of high anisotropic354

stress mainly located at the buried pillar boundary. At this355

time, we cannot ascertain the origin of these phonon modes356

and more work is needed to proper attribute the underlaying357

mechanism of stress formation.358

The Raman spectra acquired close to the pillar, but in the359

untreated volume (points ’B’ of Fig. 3, 25 μm apart from the360

pillar center), and in the middle of the region between two361

pillars (point ’C’, Fig. 3, 75 μm apart from the pillar center),362

respectively, depict a more intense diamond peak 1 cm−1
363

upshifted with respect to νD0, with unchanged FWHM of364

about 2 cm−1. This suggests the occurrence of a structural365

relaxation to a compressive stress, where the cubic symmetry366

of diamond as well as crystalline order are preserved in the367

regions outside the laser-treated volumes.368

More details on Raman spectra variations were revealed369

in scans performed along lines between two nearest neigh-370

bor pillars. Fig. 5 reports the 1st order diamond Raman371

peak position νD and FWHM value evaluated from spectra372

acquired every 5 μm along the bulk region between two373

pillars positioned on adjacent graphitic strips (“scan 1” line of374

Fig. 1). Analysis of the νD wavenumber highlights a significant375

change of the Raman spectra along the mapped line, which376

displays a strongly widened diamond peak (with FWHM up377

to 8.5 cm−1), frequency shifted toward lower wavenumbers378

(up to 1.8 cm−1), suggestive of a possible superposition of379

process related structural defects and tensile stress effects.380

Conversely, in the region between the two pillars, spectra381

highlight the existence of compressed (upshift of νD slightly382

lower than 1.0 cm−1), but ordered crystal (indeed, peak383

width remains narrow, with FWHM = 2.0 cm−1). For data384

depicted in Fig. 5, a corresponding compressive stress around385

Fig. 6. Cross-polarizer optical microscopy image (top) and its corresponding
images in gray tones (middle). Plot reports diamond peak position and
brightness data vs. position along the dotted white line reported in the
middle image. Vertical dotted lines indicate the position of maximum strain
as highlighted by diamond peak shift in the Raman spectra.

0.38 GPa is estimated by using the relationship ξ = 0.38 386

(νD − νD0) GPa [37]. Such a result is consistent with the 387

decrease of plumes brightness in Fig. 3, region labeled ’C’, 388

suggesting a lowering of crystal compression in the central 389

region between two pillars. 390

It is worth to note that Raman peak position and image 391

brightness in the region between the two pillars appears fairly 392

well correlated, as shown in Fig. 6. Using a line-shape fitting 393

procedure we were able to detect small changes (< 0.1 cm−1) 394

in the diamond Raman peak position, which complement well 395

the picture of cross-polarization optical microscopy. In the 396

literature, the two techniques are reported as indirect stress 397

evaluation tools [21], [38]. A behavior similar to that illus- 398

trated in Fig. 6 has been observed using polarized micro- 399

Raman measurements [24] between closely spaced, laser 400

written tracks, 401

where a stress induced refractive index change is evidenced 402

as responsible for optical guiding effect. Brightness data of 403

Fig. 6 clearly show a strong decrease in the ∼20 μm wide 404

rings surrounding each pillar. Conversely, such regions would 405

display the highest stress as highlighted by the diamond peak 406

shift in the Raman analysis. Brightness decrease may be 407

a consequence of “monochromatic” light selection induced 408

by birefringence of the crystal. However, a more detailed 409

investigation is needed on isochromatic fringes interpretation 410

before a self consistent analysis can be carried out. 411

Plot of Fig. 7 shows an analysis similar to that illustrated 412

in Fig. 5, but related to the scan along two pillars of the same 413

graphitic strips (“scan 2” line of Fig. 1). Experimental data are 414

quite similar to the previous ones: a Raman peak downshift 415

Utente
Nota
Rows 401-402:please, do not use new line("...written tracks, where a stress...")
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Fig. 7. Diamond peak position and FWHM evaluated from Raman spectra
scanning the region between two pillars at the same superficial graphite
strip (“scan 2” line in figure 1). The regions between dotted vertical lines
represent the nominal buried contacts zones. Horizontal line at 1332.5 cm−1

corresponds to the Raman peak position for unstrained diamond.

and broadening detected in the pillar area and a νD upshift416

in the region between the pillars. However a slightly higher417

upshift (of about 1.2 cm−1) is observed moving toward the418

region in the middle between two pillars. Such an effect can419

be tentatively attributed to an enhancement of compressive420

stress due to a lower distance between pillars of the same421

strip (150 μm) in comparison to that of pillars belonging two422

adjacent strips (about 170 μm), although a small compressive423

contribution induced by surface graphitic strips formation424

cannot be ruled out. Conversely, FWHM behavior appears the425

same along both scanning directions. A similar investigation426

has been reported elsewhere [30] for a diamond detector427

having the same “body-centered-rectangular” 3D-cell of Fig. 1,428

with a pillar distance of about 280 μm and pillar diameter429

ranging from 30 μm (inner buried-end) to 50 μm (surface top-430

end). In that case, Raman analysis, performed in the region431

within two nearest neighbor pillars, evidenced an upshift432

(νD − νD0) of about 2.5 cm−1 for the diamond peak position,433

i.e. the presence of a compressive stress around 1 GPa.434

Comparing the two structures, it is worth to note that:435

i) a smaller pillars distance should increase crystal strain;436

ii) a smaller pillar diameter should reduce stress. The exper-437

imental results observed for the detector here investigated438

would underline that pillar diameter dominates in crystal439

strain. The effect induced by pillars diameter reduction is440

also clearly reported by Murphy et al. [9]. However, laser441

treatment speed (50 μm/s vs. 0.5 μm/s of [30]) and fluence442

value differences, having a fundamental role on pillar structure443

formation, cannot be ruled out on the resulting stress within444

the bulk material and much work is in progress to investigate445

their influence.446

C. Numerical Simulation of Electric Field Strength447

and Dark Conductivity Measurements448

A 3D structure reproducing six “elementary-cells” of the449

fabricated device was implemented in the finite element Flex-450

PDE 5.0.4 software by setting the different conductivity values451

of diamond (ξ = 5×10−14S/cm) and graphite (ξ = 0.2 S/cm)452

domains, as well as the dielectric permittivity (5.5 and 10 for453

diamond and graphite, respectively). Fig. 8 reports a view454

Fig. 8. Simulation results of the electric field strength distribution
(at Va = 60 V) along the plane S-S’ of fig. 1(a). Equipotential perimeters
are indicated to highlight the field distribution, and values corresponding at
Va = 10 V are provided between brackets. Dotted lines refer to significant
depths of the device (see text).

Fig. 9. (a) Current-voltage characteristics of the detector. The ohmic
behavior is observed for applied bias voltages < 30 V. At higher voltages,
an exponential increase of current is clearly found. In (b), logarithmic plot of
I/V vs. V 1/2 (Frenkel-Poole plot). Two onsets of the Frenkel-Pool regime
are observed, around 25 V and 60 V of the applied bias voltage.

of simulated electric field distribution in the perpendicular 455

device cross section along two pillars belonging to adjacent 456

strips (S-S’ dotted trace of Fig. 1) for a voltage difference 457

of 60 V. Neglecting the tip-effect distortion near the surface 458

and at the pillars termination, a quite homogeneous field 459

strength between the pillars is found with values ranging 460

from 0.2 V/μm to more than 0.5 V/μm. At the same time, 461

electric field lines are also induced beneath the front sample 462

side by surface graphite strips, resulting into an extension 463

of field strength toward the central region between pillars. 464

In the region 50 μm above the back surface, the electric field 465

strength around 0.1-0.2 V/μm would assure a good charge 466

collection [39], although the contribution of carrier diffusion 467

cannot be ruled out in untreated single-crystal diamond. 468

Laser-induced local graphitization of bulk diamond is 469

expected to largely affect the electronic properties of the 470

material. Fig. 9(a) shows the log-log plot of dark current- 471

voltage characteristics acquired by means of a Keithley 6517A 472

for the detector biased up to 200 V. For a bias voltage Va up 473

to few tens of Volts the device depicts an ohmic behavior, 474

whereas it shows an exponential increase of the current 475

amplitude at higher voltages. In agreement to a field-assisted 476

detrapping process [40], such a behavior is compatible to the 477

presence of defects acting as traps mainly located inside and in 478

the vicinity of laser-formed graphitic contacts where a thick- 479

ening of the electric field lines is also observed (see Fig. 8). 480
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As shown in Fig. 9(b), the dark conductivity I/V displays an481

exponential dependence on V 1/2 for V > 25 V, suggesting the482

onset of a classical Frenkel-Pool (FP) mechanism. Conversely,483

for Va < 30 V, conductance remains rather constant, without484

any evidence of non-linear effects. It is worth to observe that485

the FP-plot of Fig. 9(b) highlights the presence of two different486

onsets, to be probably attributed to the presence of two-mains487

shallow traps located near the edge of extended band stated.488

Such a phenomenon, not observed previously [30], may be489

attributed to: i) the relatively higher fluence used for buried490

contacts realization; ii) buried-columns reduced section (able491

to enhance the electric field strength in close proximity of492

the contacts at the same applied voltages); iii) superficial493

ArF-treatment able to introduce electronic-active defects494

mainly located at the device surface. Although results illus-495

trated in the following sections highlight good performance496

of the realized device at relatively low bias voltages, further497

investigations are necessary to reduce electronic-active defects498

induced by the overall laser-process here used for device499

contacts fabrication.500

D. Response to MeV Energy Electrons501

Preliminary characterization of the detector was performed502

under MeV-energy electrons emitted by a 90Sr source by503

means of the setup described in Section II.C. The device bias504

voltage was fixed to 10 V in order to evaluate detector perfor-505

mance limited by the volume defined by pillars’ depth (about506

370 μm). Indeed, by results of simulation of the electric field507

distribution, for a voltage of 10 V the electric field strength in508

most of the volume located in the last 100 μm of the sample,509

where buried contacts are absent, is lower than 0.05 V/μm510

(see values between brackets of Fig. 8). Assuming for a511

“detector grade” CVD-diamond sample a mobility-lifetime512

μο ∼ 10−5 cm2 V−1 [28], such an electric field would assure513

a charge-carrier drift around 50 μm, not enough to collect514

generated carriers at buried graphitic columns terminations.515

The 90Sr β-source emits low-energy electrons by the 90Sr516

to 90Y decay (end-point energy of 0.546 MeV), whereas517

the following 90Y to 90Zr decay produces electrons with518

an average energy of 939 keV and an end-point energy at519

about 2.28 MeV. The latter particles get across the whole520

diamond DUT, 470 μm thick, releasing part of their energy521

and, finally, produce a signal in the ADII-3 detector used to522

enable the acquisition of DUT signal. Conversely, low energy523

β-particles, completely absorbed in diamond, are not able to524

produce any charge in the back trigger detector and then the525

signal produced in the DUT is not acquired and processed526

by electronics chain. As also demonstrated by Monte Carlo527

simulations (Casino 2.51) performed for a monochromatic528

electron-source of 1.1 MeV and shown in Fig. 10(a), more529

than 90% of impinging particles release their energy within530

the 470 μm of diamond thickness. The remaining 10% get531

across the plate thickness, and besides, only a small fraction532

of them maintains the original impinging direction. Then,533

for the 90Sr β-source we expect events recording only for534

particles emitted by 90Y to 90Zr decay, being their energy535

higher than the threshold of 1100 keV [41]. Events distribution536

Fig. 10. (a) Cross-section view of absorbed energy in 470 μm of diamond
simulated with 1100 keV electrons (CASINO software v2.51). Contour lines
show the percentage of absorbed energy contained within the line. (b) Events
distribution vs. the collected charge under β-particles emitted by 90Sr source.

versus the collected charge, reported in Fig. 10(b), shows 537

a mean value �Qcoll � = 2.05± 0.05 fC for the collected 538

charge, peaked at about 1.91 fC (Most Probable Value). For 539

a rough estimation of results, let’s consider such high energy 540

β-particles as “Minimum Ionizing Particles”-like (MIPs-like). 541

The generation rate of 36 e-h/μm for MIPs electrons [35], [42] 542

gives a QG = 2.13 fC value of generated charge carriers 543

within the detector thickness of about 370 μm. By CC E = 544

�Qcoll �/QG relationship, a collection efficiency around 96% 545

is estimated, in agreement to what expected for the high- 546

quality diamond sample used in this work (CCE > 95% [28]). 547

Such results confirm the effectiveness of the adopted buried- 548

columns geometry as previously predicted in [29]. In addition, 549

compared to other solutions where either superficial metal 550

contacts or multi-wire bonding are implemented [9],[27], 551

[29], [30], the proposed laser direct-writing of contacts largely 552

simplifies the fabrication of an all-carbon diamond-based 553

device for beta-particles detection. 554

E. Response to MeV Energy Protons 555

Aimed at evaluating detector activity in the volume defined 556

by pillars’ length, as estimated by β-particles irradiation, IBIC 557

characterization has been performed irradiating the device, 558

biased at 60 V, either on the front or on the back surface. 559

Indeed, with protons mainly releasing their energy around 560

a depth of 97 μm (4.5 MeV) or 48 μm (3.0 MeV), IBIC 561

analysis allowed to observe CCE in thin volumes located at 562

the depths indicated as dotted lines in Fig. 8: for protons 563

impinging on the detector front side, CCE mainly refers to 564

a volume where pillars are embedded (dotted line ’a�); when 565

back irradiation is concerned, IBIC maps refer to regions at 566

pillars termination or within a non-contacted bulk (lines ’b’ 567

and ’c’, respectively). 568

Fig. 11(a) reports a map acquired irradiating a 569

300 × 300 μm2 area of the front surface of the detector 570

with 4.5 MeV protons (see inset). The acquisition mainly 571

reflects the collection efficiency of charges generated about 572

100 μm below the sample front side. The color distribution 573

homogeneity of the image reflects wide regions (92% of 574

the investigated area) with an almost constant CCE around 575

90%. Worth to observe the good collection efficiency 576
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Fig. 11. (a) IBIC map of a 300 × 300 μm2 area of the sample biased at
60 V. 4.5 MeV protons beam impinges on the top side of the detector (inset).
(b) IBIC map of a 250 × 250 μm2 area of the detector biased at 60 V.
4.5 MeV protons impinges on the back side of the device (inset).

Fig. 12. IBIC map of a portion of the explored area with 3.0 MeV protons
back irradiation (inset).

found in the areas where both Raman analysis and optical577

microscopy highlight strained regions extending for tens of578

microns (see Figs. 3 and 5). Buried contact positions are579

visible as blue-black colored dots representing a completely580

blind region equal to 1-2% of the total active area. At the581

same time a dramatic decrease of CCE, down to 60-70%,582

is found at about 10 μm wide pillar surroundings, where both583

optical microscopy and Raman spectroscopy show large stress584

signatures. Laser-treatment induced stress then influences CCE585

only close to the pillar itself, while further in the diamond586

bulk CCE is barely affected, as already reported [30]. This587

confirms the effectiveness of direct-laser-writing of diamond588

if compared, for example, to DIBL in which residual damages589

strongly affect the electronic properties of bulk material590

overlaying the buried-contacts structure [5].591

In order to confirm that the detector active volume extents592

at a depth defined by pillars length, IBIC measurements593

were repeated irradiating the diamond detector on the back594

side. Fig. 11(b) shows the CCE map in a 250 × 250 μm2
595

area under 4.5 MeV protons. In such a case, due to the596

depth of Bragg’s peak of such protons, the generation of597

charge carriers is observed in a thin volume including the598

pillars terminations. Notwithstanding that the image shows599

the presence of wider regions of low CCE located around600

the pillars position, experimental results demonstrate a full601

activity of buried contacts. The acquisition now reflects a low602

homogeneity in the CCE distribution: wide diamond areas603

(60%) with CCE > 70% and low CCE around the pillars604

(in about a 20 μm domain size surrounding the pillars). Hence,605

almost blind-regions now extents up to 5% of the investigated606

area. Such a behavior probably reflects variations induced by607

pillars resistivity and length able to create an electric field 608

distortion on the volume where carriers are generated. 609

Finally, Fig. 12 reports a 400 × 200 μm2 IBIC map 610

obtained using 3.0 MeV protons, again irradiating the detector 611

from its back side. Being ∼47 μm the stopping range in 612

diamond of 3 MeV protons, back irradiation involves untreated 613

pristine diamond. However, electric field strength is high 614

enough in most of the region giving a CCE around 60%. 615

On the other hand, wide areas around pillars position exhibit 616

a lower CCE, slightly higher than 20%, addressing the pos- 617

sibility to collect generated carriers, but with a relatively low 618

efficiency. 619

IV. CONCLUSIONS 620

Presently, the possibility to design detectors with a 621

3D-contact architecture, based on laser-induced transformation 622

of insulating diamond into conducting graphite inside the 623

bulk material and on the diamond surface, opens the way 624

to fabricate diamond devices with sophisticated geometry 625

which can easily be customized and adapted to the specific 626

application, including position sensitive particle detectors and 627

X-ray imaging [43]. In this work, graphitic conductive pillars 628

fabricated in the bulk of a single crystal CVD diamond 629

sample by femtosecond infrared laser and superficial graphitic 630

strips by ArF excimer laser allowed the realization of an 631

all-carbon detector having an interdigitated contacts structure 632

and showing good performance under MeV energy particles 633

irradiation. Moreover, the two lateral laser-formed graphic 634

contacts largely simplified device mounting on a PCB holder, 635

avoiding the need of wire bonding. Chosen laser scan speed, 636

as well as fluence, allowed to realize well defined buried 637

columns. Dark-conductivity measurements have been used to 638

investigate the presence of electronic-active defects induced 639

by laser-treatment. A Frenkel-Pool transport-mechanism is 640

observed and tentatively attributed to traps located in regions 641

close to contacts edges where electric field strength is more 642

intense, too. In addition, polarized optical microscopy and 643

confocal micro-Raman spectroscopy investigations highlight 644

stress development and structural disorder on a micrometer 645

scale at the pillar periphery and between the buried columns 646

electrodes. In the pillar area the structural modification pro- 647

moted by laser irradiation reveals graphitic sp2 bonded carbon 648

intermixed with highly defected sp3 bonded diamond, as evi- 649

denced by a linewidth broadening and downward shifting of 650

the diamond peak. Within the pillar surrounding the diamond 651

peak gradually recover its characteristics of crystalline coun- 652

terpart. At the same time, a compressive stress build up at 653

the boundary with untreated diamond, owing to the volume 654

expansion in the pillar area. Within the untreated diamond, 655

the stress gradually relaxes towards an equilibrium value, 656

which depend on the relative spatial distance of laser-formed 657

buried electrodes, but leaving unaltered the crystalline quality 658

of diamond. 659

Notwithstanding the presence of structural and point defects 660

induced by diamond-to-graphite laser writing, device charac- 661

terization under β-particles irradiation points out an almost 662

full-charge collection of generated carriers along the detector 663

contacts-thickness at a relatively low applied bias voltage. 664

Utente
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In addition, IBIC technique was used to evaluate mapping of665

charge collection efficiency, showing that most of the active666

volume preserves good detection properties, largely decaying667

close to the laser-treated zones occupied by buried electrodes.668

For an applied bias voltage of 60 V, under 4.5 MeV protons,669

a CCE value around 90% is found and uniformly distributed in670

the regions between buried columns, wheres it decreases down671

to 70% in a 10 μm pillar surrounding. IBIC maps obtained for672

impinging protons on the back side of the detector demonstrate673

a full activity of buried contact, in agreement to what argued674

under β-particles irradiation.675
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